
My Trip to Belum.

By E. W. Birch, c.m.g.

We started from Grit for Belum on Monday, the 26th
July. Hubert Berkeley, J. W. Simmons, the Datoh Sri Adika
Raja, I.S.O., the hereditary Chief of Upper Perak, and I.

Wehad 21 elephants, one of which is probably the tallest

in Perak. He is named Bogek and stands 9 ft. 4j ins. at the

shoulder. His master, the Datoh Wan Man—the headman of

the district for which we were bound —had come down to Grit

to meet me and was our guide to Belum.
Webegan our journey by walking eight miles to Bersiah,

where we camped. The elephants took over seven hours to

make the journey. They can go two miles an hour when the

going is good, but deep mud, hills, river fords and fallen trees

delay them. At i past 12 we reached Kuala Rui and saw how
it empties its muddy water, full of mining silt, into the beautiful

Perak river.

Wepassed through bamboo country and crossed some fair-

sized streams.

Bersiah is a village with 64 people of all ages, who live in

miserable bamboo huts and have but little cultivation of a

permanent nature. The evil of opium smoking is very evident

amongst the Patani Malays here and elsewhere and destroys

their usefulness as agriculturists. There is some padi land,

and some more will be irrigated next year at Banderiang, on
the Grit side of Bersiah.

The people suffer a great deal from goitre (bencjok), and
this was more noticeable the further we went up country.

The Datoh Sri Adika Eaja tells me that goitre is a peculiarity

of the interior of all the surrounding Malayan countries as one
nears the mountains : and that the Malays attribute it to the

water the people drink. They believe that the water is infect-

ed by some unknown akar (root or creeper).
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IIS MYTRIP TO BELCM.

On the 27th, we broke camp at 7.30 a.m., and reached

Kuala Temengor at 2.50. The scenery on the river here is

beautiful. Wewent on up the Temengor river and camped at

Dusun Memalik at 3-35.

The Temengor here is bigger and carries a larger volume
of water than the Batang Padang river at Tapah. As we
turned into Dusun Memalik, some of our men saw a tiger on
the path but it did not visit our camp, having been frightened

away probably by our elephants. One of the Chinese cooks

was suffering so badly from fever that we sent him down on a

raft to Kuala Kendrong, two miles from Grit. He is an opium
smoker.

Wewake up on the 28th to rind it raining, and when we
broke camp at 8.30 a.m., Berkeley and I walked on to Beru-
song, li miles. Wewaited for the elephants at the turn off of

the Temengor path. It is nine miles from there to the village

of the Mengkong of Temengor. Wefollowed up the Kelantan
path on elephants, the rain having fortunately stopped.

There are few more uncomfortable experiences than to travel

slowly on elephants when it is raining. Malays say that in

elephant travelling there are three things to avoid —darkness,

rain and camping near cultivation.

We had to run the risk of the last of these evils more
than once and had to pay trifling sums for what the elephants

ate. It is extraordinary that they don't do more damage.
They are bathed on arrival at a camp, turned loose with a

chain on one leg which they drag about after them, their

gembalas (mahout) visit them when near cultivation before

dark and find them again at daybreak when they are again

bathed and saddled. Their wooden bells {kerotok) and the

cracking of bamboos tell their whereabouts, and are the only

noises one hears in the stillness of the forest nights. In my
walk of H miles to Berusong I picked 34 leeches off my legs,

but that was a trifle to what we experienced later.

Berusong is the field of old gold workings of ages ago, but
people still hold land there. That gold is there no one doubts,

but the water difficulty prevents systematic working. We
Jour. Straits Branch



MYTRIP TO BKLUM. 119

passed through some fine forest with good merbau trees. No
one cuts them, for no one has need of timber up here. We
kept the Perak river on our left, at a distance of about five

miles all the way and camped at 5 p.m., on the Singor river at

Kuala Bubong. The Singor is a fine river with a considerable

volume of water and may be compared for size to the Plus.-

Our camp was on the habitat of semut api (a large black

ant), which bites painfully and is feared by Malays. A good
deal of sweeping and some kerosene oil drove them away.

Just before we reached our camping ground, an accident,

which might have been serious but was fortunately only laugh-

able, occurred. Simmons and our Chaplain (Haji Hamat)
were riding on Meh Mas (the golden girl), and she was being

immediately followed by Bogek up a steepish bank.

Bogek is a queer-tempered elephant, and as Meh Mas was
climbing too slowly to please him, he dug her in the rump with

his tusks and over she rolled. Her small gembala and the two
occupants of her saddle (rengka) were thrown out but luckily

without bruises.

On the 29th, we broke camp at 8 a.m., and travelled on
elephants up the Singor river through pleasing scenery as far

as Pineris, which we reached at 10 a.m. Just before we got

there, we saw a most magnificent ara tree (ficus) on the

opposite bank. I have rarely seen a better specimen.

All the people have left Pineris and moved to Banding on
the Perak river. It seems a great pity that a place so beauti-

fully situated and so well planted up should have been deserted.

There is padi land below it, but not sufficient water for regular

irrigation, and it has never been tilled. The settlement was
formed in 1904 to check the raids of Legeh men who came in

to look for kayu gakaru* and in that direction it was success-

ful. Berkeley gave the settlers poultry and seedlings, appoint-

ed an Assistant Penghulu, and built a halting bungalow and
school. But the first year locusts ate most of their crop of hill

* This scented agila-wood is found in the heart of one or two trees
generally in the tengkaras (Malay) or depu (Patanij.
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120 MYTRIP TO BELUM.

padi (hiuiia) ; and for the next two or three years the ear of

the corn was empty. This so disheartened them that, when
the transfer of the upper country began to bs talked about,

they asked leave to move over the border to Banding. The
school is about to be moved there now. From Pineris to the

Kelantan border the distance is 30 miles, and there is a good

path most of the way. We left Pineris and the Singor river

at 10.35. The path was rather overgrown, and I applied the

golok (cutting knife) vigorously to overhanging branches, when,

to my sorrow, I cut into the nest of penyengat (wasp), and
quicker than anything else but lightning I received ten stings

distributed over my right ear, my right-hand and both ankles.

The pain was intense for a few minutes and was followed by
a feeling of numbness. Soon we came upon some truly

magnificent trees of wild cotton (kckabu hutan). They were

from 16 to 20 feet in circumference, straight for 150 feet and
plentifully topped with leaves very like those of the ordinary

cotton tree. The cotton which these trees yield is said to be

peculiarly soft. Wegot into camp at Sungei Banun at 2.30.

From 3 to 4 p.m., Berkeley and I sat in the sira banun
(sulphur spring) and waited for big game but it was a hopeless

wait from the first, for the bells of our elephants must have
driven all game away. W'e saw the marks, very fresh, of an
immense elephant, and it was not long before we were to hear

of him.

Wenetted a beautiful kelak, the best of our river fish, for

dinner.

At 1 a.m., on the 30th, I awoke with a racking headache
and stayed awake till coffee was ready at 4.20 a.m. I had un-

mistakable signs of fever on me, so took quinine and determin-

ed to walk it off. At 7.30 Simmons and I left camp, and
guided by Datoh WT

an Man, walked six miles to Kuala Kriong
on the Perak river. Wegot there at 10.30 in bright sunshine,

waded across the river and selected a small stone tanjong or

bank for a camp.
Weencountered leeches innumerable on our walk, and

had to stop e^ery few yards to pick them off. The remaining
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MYTRIP TO BELUM. 121

Chinese cook walked behind me and was very busy and useful

all the way.
At noon Berkeley came in, saying that three of our female

elephants had followed a wild tusker —-undoubtedly the one
whose marks we had seen at the sira —and that he had left

Saiyid Wahab and three gembalas behind to try to catch them.

A little later the Saiyid came in looking very white. The
tusker had chased him. He had tired in the air and then

managed, just in time, to crawl under some fallen logs.

Alang Sagor, the chief gembala of Datoh Wahab (the

Penghulu of Sungei Raia in Kinta), in his frantic haste to get

away had fallen on to a log and fractured his right-arm, half

way between the wrist and the elbow. He and the other two
gembalas had come in with Saiyid Wahab.

Berkeley very skilfully set Alang Sagor's arm in bamboo
splints, but, at his request, took off the splint ; for Datoh Wan
Man had some jadam (asafoetida) in his bundle, and that

applied with boiling water forms a sort of a plaster. That
done, Berkeley rebound the arm in splints, and when two days
later we left Alang Sagor, and another gembala, Ismail, who
was suffering from fever, at Tapong, he told me that his arm
felt quite easy.

It rained incessantly all that afternoon and until after we
went to bed, but I personally slept for nine hours and woke up
at 5 a.m., with my fever gone.

The three missing elephants belonged, one to Datoh Wa-
hab, one to Raja Harun, and one to the young Datoh Muda of

Kinta, Berkeley sent away four gembalas from Kriong to catch

them.
On the 31st July, Simmons and I, with Datoh WanMan,

the leech-removing cook, and half a dozen men, crossed the

river on elephants and began our walk to Tapong at 7.20 a.m.

WT

e immediately came upon the tracks of the wild tusker.

Datoh WanMan told us that the elephant had left the females

and crossed the Perak river in the night to where our remain-

ing 18 elephants were turned loose. One of our gembalas,

going at dawn to catch his elephant;, saw the tusker and in
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122 MYTRIP TO BELUM.

running away fell down and hurt his back but not seriously.

WanMan was sure that the tusker was still across the river,

but enjoined upon us the advisability of strict silence. We
followed his gigantic tracks for half a mile up the Tapong path

and then sure enough found that he had turned back to cross

the river. So we walked on with quicker steps and uncon-

strained tongues, meeting with uncountable leeches, which

kept us both, and indeed all the party, continuously occupied.

Wewalked through two sira and reached Perenggan at

10 a.m.* Wefound that Wan Husein was encamped there,

but he had gone to visit some Sakai, so Simmons and I, with

our party, pushed on, on small bamboo rafts, one mile up-river

to Tapong.
The kampongs are all deserted at Tapong and the people

have moved down to Perenggan, where there are now 39 of

them.
But we found a delightful white-sand bank on which the

sun was blazing. Wehad taken the precaution to bring all

our washed and wet clothes in two bundles and we spread them
out and completely dried everything by the time (1.30 p.m.)

Berkeley came in with the elephants. As soon as the tents

were pitched the cast-nets were at work and we got quite a

good catch.

The bank on which we camped was covered with bay am
pasir (sand spinach) in full blossom. The flower is like an
everlasting, ranging from pink to magenta in colour.

Wan Husein paid us a visit and chatted, and the Tapong
people came up to sell fowls and fruit, and were commissioned
to make five rafts for us to be ready for our return journey
down river.

* This old boundary of a hundred years ago is always described
in the Malay Saw

—

"Batu bciah kekabu hutan Padang Limau Nipis."
Wesaw the split rock (a poor specimen) left by a Sultan's sword, but
the wild cotton tree had disappeared. It shed white blossoms on the
I'erak side and red on the Hatani side. The other boundary referred
to, Padang Limau Jsipis, is loot now part of Peiak.
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MYTRIP TO BELUM. 123

On the 1st August, we left the best camp we had so far

found at 4 to 8. Wecrossed the river at once on elephants,

entered some belukar (secondary growth) and lost our way.
Wetook nearly an hour to find it.

The midges were terribly annoying, a species called rengit.

It would be quite improper to put on paper the only language

in which they were fitly described. Weforded the Perak river

six times, and near one of the crossings Berkeley told us the

story of the death of Mengkong Gos. He lived about 80 years

ago, and was a well-known Patani Chief. He gave offence to

the Eaja of Eeman because of his friendly attitude to Perak
people. The Eaja sent for him and at the little lalang patch

at Bruah he met the Eaja's messenger. They both got off

their elephants to shake hands and, while the Eeman man
gripped the old Mengkong's hand, a Chinese Mualaf (convert

to Islamism), stabbed the Mengkong from behind. The kris

bent double, and the old chief, seeing that his life must be
taken, said :

" No kris can kill me unless Ijampiit " (imbue it

with magical power). He then took the kris in his hands and
straightened it out. When he had done so, he handed it back
to the Mualaf who stabbed him. So the legend goes : it is a

good story, but the Mengkong seems to have sought his fate.

He was the great-grandfather of the present ; Mengkong of

Temengor.
We reached camp at Tronoh at 3 p.m. when Husein

pitched his tent on the river bank, but we all set up ours on a

stony island and there made the acquaintance of yet another

insect. It is called tungdu (sand-tick), and is most diminutive.

Bright red in colour, it looks exactly like a grain of Cayenne
pepper. It invades your person and proceeds without
delay to bury itself under the skin. It is difficult to

see, and more difficult to pick out. It is said to feed for about
four days and then work itself out and drop off. Meanwhile,
as most of our party can vouch from experience, it is itchy.

It does not deserve to be spoken of in nicer language.

i« Berkeley and the Datoh Sri Adika'Eaja went out fishing

and their success compensated us for small evils.
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124 MY TRIP TO BELCM.

On the 2nd August, we left our camp at 7.45 a.m., and at

once got into the open out Jeram Kekua (a tine rapid). Here
there is a wide rocky bay with very slippery going for elephants.

Kulop Bintang fell and split both his tusks. Our little enemies,

the rengit, were most persistent. At 8.45 we skirted Lobok
Panjang (the long pool). The Perak river runs quite straight

and deep here for some three-quarters of a mile between high

banks.

Weseemed to be steadily climbing. At 11.15 we crossed

a tine clear stream of some size, the Sungei Tahan, and later

crossed the main river five times. Near one crossing, Manik,

we came, on the spot where one of Mr. Caulfeild's camp follow-

ers was taken in 1881 by a tiger out of an elephant's kop

(howdah) in the middle of the camp. It is a tiger country, and
many are the tales told of how man-eaters have killed people

in the past.

Wewent on further than we had intended, passed Jakat
without knowing it, and camped at 3.20 p.m., in a place that

was not inviting. A species of cobra and an ular matahari (a

beautiful but poisonous whipcord snake) were killed within a

foot of each other where my tent was being pitched, and when
the ground for Simmons' tent was being prepared, a few minutes

later, a small ular matahari was killed. It is very rarely that

one sees snakes in big jungle, so this incident is quite remark-

able.

While we were all bathing in the river, we heard elephants

trumpeting, and the gembalas were sent off to see what had
happened. Bogek was tethered, but Kulop Chandan, a big tusker

of the Sultan's, passed within the length of his chain and receiv-

ed two pokes in the neighbourhood of his tail. Berkeley

examined the marks but decided that they were not serious.

On the 3rd August, Simmons and I left camp at 7.15 a.m.,

and rode on Meh Mas as far as the Rest-house, which Wan
Husein has established at Tunggul Burok (the rotten stump).

There we got off at 9.20, and led by Datoh Wan Man and
followed by the Chinese cook and Simmons' Malay boy (a Saiong

man), we commenced to walk into Belum. Wecrossed at least
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seven respectable streams, so it is not to be wondered at that

the Perak river carries down from its ulu a fine body of water

and that heavy rains easily create floods. The first part of our

walk was along an excellent path and in open bamboo country,*

and we strode on in good spirits. Mine were presently damped,
for I did not see an overhanging tree above the path, and a

very solid one at that. I walked straight into it with my head

and was almost stunned. Then we began to climb a hill and,

at the worst point, I heard an exclamation from behind and
saw Simmons clap his left-hand to his left ear apparently. I

said " hornets " to the old Datoh and we did an excellent sprint

up the hill followed by Simmons, the cook who had been stung

in the hand, and the boy who was apparently in as much pain

as if he too had been stung. Weran up into some lalang, and
as I saw a patch of jungle on the right where there was shade,

I urged the Datoh to run into it and we all followed. We
hoped that the hornets would go on up the path and that we
should escape. Wewere breathless and wanted a rest. When
Simmons came in, I saw he was bleeding freely behind the ear.

I was just going to suggest whisky as a remedy applied locally

(I had a flask), when he said :

" There is one of them on you."
Weall immediately bolted into the lalang and down the path.

Some 200 yards further on we entered jungle and Simmons
saw one sitting on my leather belt. He crushed it with a

walking stick. We picked it up off the ground and beheaded
it on a log. Then only did I see that it was not an ordinary
hornet (tebmuan), but a panahliang.1 This fearsome hornet,

the worst of all stinging insects in Malaya, is fortunately

*W. G. Maxwell, in his delightful book "In Malay Forests/'
makes too much, if I may say so, of the gloom or impenetrable dark-
ness of the forest. In belukar, where elephants chiefly feed and in
swampy places which the rhinoceros haunts, I grant that his descrip-
tion is correct. But in old forest one can not only see for some little
distance, but can make one's way.

t From panah —an arrow, and liang —a hole in the ground. This
species of hornet makes its nest in a hole in the ground. If you tread
on or disturb its nest, it darts at you like an arrow out of the hole.
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uncommon. Its yellow band is lighter than the orange of the
hornet. Its wing is more gauzy and browner than the tebmcan's
wing. Its bite is said to produce fever, and quinine is always
asked for if a white man is near by. It is reputed that six will

kill a man, from ten to twenty a buffalo, while quite a few will

make an elephant do what we did

—

i.e., run. It is said that
for a radius of four feet round their nest all vegetation is killed.

I am a lucky person to have had two settle on me and yet not
have been stung. Simmons' neck continued to bleed, but, soon
after he was stung, we overtook WanHusein on an elephant.

He produced a bottle of Siamese medicine, menthol and pepper-
mint, with a odour of snuff, which gave great relief. Wan
Husein's gembala was stung under the left eye and the poor
man's face was terribly swollen. Later, wT hen our elephants

came in, we heard that five or six men had been stung. Ber-

keley escaped by making his elephant walk at a funeral pace,

a rate of progression to which the panahliang is quite un-

accustomed.
Wegot a good view of Ateng, a fine hill about five miles

off. We then went down to the river bank and goat-walked

for about a mile. It was not till 1.10 p.m., after four hours'

hard wr alking, that we reached Lembu—the first village in

Belum. The water of young cocoanuts was greedily drunk.

There are only 13 people in the village. One hundred yards

further on is Kubong Eengit (the pond of the sandfly) with

eight inhabitants. A quarter of a mile along the padi-fields we
came to an ideal camping ground on a high bank over the

Perak river, with short grass shaded by angsana (pterocarpus)

trees. We all camped there on Tuesday and decided to stay

till Friday morning, so as to rest our elephants and see the

people of the eight villages. The elephants had travelled on
an average for seven hours a day, which is as much as can be

expected of them. At 5 p.m., I took my gun out and got a

right and left at jungle fowl, bagging both. There is a clear-

ing at Tandok close to our camp, one house with two people.

On the 4th August, at 5.30., I was up for coffee and went
out with my gun. I had tw 7 o shots at jungle fowl but only
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bagged one. I walked on to Lapang Hanyir (open land with

a sour smell), which is the Datoh WanMan's chief residence.

His wife is a leper. There are 23 people in the village. The
padi-fields are terraced, and years ago there must have lived a

clever native engineer who irrigated all these fields, bringing

water from the Maka river through a deep cutting. Later in

the day the people of Belimbing (on both banks of the river),

of Kebeng and of Greh came in and from their lips I took a

census, which showed 27 males, 29 females and 69 children,

or 125 in all, in those villages. Wehad a long talk with the

Imam, whom I confirmed in his office, and told the people to

build a mosque and school at Maka, as it seems the most
central place. Weprocured two goats and a buffalo for a

feast for the village people and for our camp followers. All

the debt slaves (16), except two, were brought before

me, and I told them that their owners had been paid and
that they were emancipated. Wan Husein had told all the

villagers that they had been transferred to Perak from the
protection of Siam, and I explained to them the lines of our
administration. They said they would try to recall the people

who had left their orchards and rice fields : they complained
of the great difficulty in obtaining blachan and salt, but of rice

they grew more than enough. They brought us in a quantity

of fowls and very good rice. These people are at least 70 miles

from Grit. There is no possibility of regularly supplying their

wants, except by sending up an elephant once a month. If a

Chinese shopkeeper can be induced to settle here he could do
it, but as opium smoking is not practised in Belum, he should
not be allowed to take opium up country. The whole popu-
lation is about 206.

There is no prospect of planting in this district. The cost

of transport would be in itself prohibitive.

Belum stands at an elevation of over 1,500 feet above the

sea, and has a healthy climate. But it is sad to see so many
people, especially the young, afflicted with goitre. There are

few mosquitoes and but little fever. It is quite a nice place

when you get there. The journey is the rub,
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On Thursday, the 4th August, Wan Husein went back to

Betong. He showed me Hedgeland's map, with the new
boundary marked on it, at Bangkok. He has been very

friendly.

We left Belum on our return journey at 8 a.m., on Friday,

the 6th August, and reached the rafts (rakit rembau) at 3 p.m.,

on the 7th at a place called Lobok Jerai (the pool of the ara

tree). They were very comfortable and we slept on them.
Sixteen bamboos are tied together with rattan : they form the

main deck, 48 feet long by 5i feet wide. Under them are lash-

ed five pairs of bamboos to raise the deck and also to act as a

fender to it. In the centre of the deck is built the rumah or

house, 11 by b\ feet. It is raised 15 inches off the main deck

by three bamboos crosswise, resting on three length-wise, and
on the top is a flat flooring of split bamboo. Sticks are tied on
to the sides of the house and a tent hung over them forms the

roof. Five men pole them, one of whom in the bow is chosen

for his intimate knowledge of the rapids which have to be

negotiated.

Before dinner the cast-net was taken out and 35 fish were
caught, a large and two small Icelak, some rong, tenyalan and
krai.

On the 8th August, I got off in the leading raft at 7.30.,

saw a deer which one of the men frightened away by shouting,

and had a long shot at and missed a jungle fowl. It was a

cloudy, cool morning with a fresh breeze, and the scenery,

together with the excitement of the rapids, was quite entranc-

ing. We went over sixteen rapids before we got to Tapong
10.45 and Perenggan 11.10. Only one of them was really ex-

hilarating— Jeran Bruah. You go down it in two big jumps.

It is half way between and close to two rivers. The upper is

Sungei Klian Mas (the river of the gold mine), and is so called

because a number of Chinese were mining there years ago.

There is doubtless gold still left. The other, Sungei Tiang, is

quite a respectable stream. Five or six miles up it there are

abandoned orchards of durians and cocoanuts, which are said

to belong to the Mengkong of Temengor.
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At Perenggan, one of our runaway elephants, the one be-

longing to Eaja Harun, was feeding. It had been caught at

the Rest-house at Pineris, and the other two had been heard

of at Dusun Memalik. They were all evidently on their way
back home, but Eana was outpaced by the others, because she

had hobbles on her hind feet.

It is a well-known fact that the ungka (Hylobates concolor)

and siamang {Hylobates syndactylus) inhabit different banks of

the Perak river : the former the true right bank and the latter

the true left bank. After a great battle they came to this sen-

sible arrangement on the two huge rocks about two miles above

Kuala Kendrong. It is evident that the treaty did not extend

to the higher reaches of the river, for in my journey I heard

the cry or song of the wah-wah (ungka) on both banks. I was
able to collect the seed beans of the beautiful creeping bauhinia,

which covers so many jungle trees with its scarlet and orange

blossoms. The Malays call it dedaup. Both banks have a

fine lily growing by the water's edge. The Malays give it the

somewhat generic name of pechah periyok. It has many beau-

tiful split white flowers on a long stalk. I collected a few
bulbs.*

Weleft Perenggan at 12.20 and met the Assistant Peng-
hulu of Temengor coming up on a small raft to escort us. I

took him on my raft. After passing over eight more rapids,

we tied up at 3.15 p.m., to a sand bank opposite Sungei Ta-ar.

On the 9th August —the seventh anniversary of the Coro-

nation of King Edward VII —we were off at 7.45 a.m. The
Datoh Sri Adika Raja had gone on in his raft an hour before

us, and by so doing saved us an hour's delay, for when we
arrived at Jeram Goring at 8.30, he had not yet finished cut-

ting away the overhanging branches on the left bank of the

river which make this rapid difficult to negotiate. It was a

fine rush through the water. Berkeley's raft stuck for two or

three minutes in the approach to it. I had two high shots at

pergani (the imperial pigeon), shot two grey hawks, saw a

* Doubtless Crinum defixum, H. N. R.
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beautiful serigala (jackal) like a red fox, heard the cry of the

Argus pheasant {kuivang raya) several times, and was interest-

ed to watch about a dozen little birds (merbah) dipping down
repeatedly from low branches to take their bath in the river.

They were not after food but were just half diving into the

water. At 11 a.m., we reached the Seniang rapid, and as ours

was the leading raft, we stopped and took 20 minutes to cut

away overhanging branches. Then, we plunged through. It

was quite exciting. Wereached Kuala Kedah at 12.20 and
landed at Haji Mudin's kampong at Banding ten minutes later.

This is the new settlement to which the people from Pineris

have migrated. It can be watered as far as Palut for irrigation

purposes from the Kedah it is said, but it should be thoroughly

examined by a Public Works Officer before these poor people

are induced to make a second settlement. With the help of

Haji Mudin and the Assistant Penghulu, I made a census and
found that there were 51 people of both sexes and all ages. I

walked through the clearings and met a number of Sakai of the

Kunchiau tribe (about 20 men, women and children), all with

short curly hair. One fine young fellow stood 5 feet 10 inches,

but the others were short though not diminutive. Three of

the women had tiny babes at the breast. They tried to run

away when they saw me, but we induced them to come back

and chat. In the old days the Eajas used to take their children

to be slaves, and sometimes, of course, the parents, if they

resisted, wT ere killed. W7
e left Banding at 1.35 p.m., negotiated

the Palut rapid which is rather nice, passed Bukit Tali Kail

(hill of the fishing line) —the boundary laid down in the Siamese
Treaty of 1899 and marked with a stone —and went on to

Jeram Chenoh. Wereached it at 3.15 and dashed through it.

It is a fine jump down one ledge, but the water did not wet
the rumah rakit. At 3.40 we passed the mouth of the Singor.

This fine river, which I have previously mentioned, empties

itself into the Perak at a rocky delta. The chief part of the

stream comes surging through rocks not more than 20 feet

apart. After having passed over 25 rapids, we stopped for the

night opposite Kuala Eengkam. It was 4.45, and the men
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had had a long day. Our last rapid (Jeram Maya) was exhila-

rating, the waves being larger than we had so far encountered.

Wesaw some small rafts, those used to pole up-stream,

at Banding. They are called lantin, and differ materially from
the rakit. In the latter the bottom or thick end of the bam-
boos are in the bow. In the former the tops or thin end are

in front. The number of bamboos used in a lantin is always
an odd number. It varies from five to eleven. In the middle

is a small raised bench with a handrail on each side. A lantin

is about the same length, but not quite so long as a rakit.

The centre bamboo is the longest and the others are each in

turn shorter than one another. When green, the bamboos are

lashed together, and both ends are raised by being rested on
logs or on higher ground : the centre is then heavily weighted

with stones, with the result that a good sheer is given to the

raffc.

The Datoh and I were off at 6.15 a.m., on the 10th

August, and the early morning air was delightful. The men
saw a bachang tree (a species of mango) and landed to pick

some 30 fruit. I had a long shot at a jungle fowl. The
Datoh stopped to get rotan lang to tie our rafts together at

Kuala Temengor. At 7.30 we went alongside the right bank
and I looked in at Sira Eseh and saw a sambur. It looked up
at me and I had a shot of from 35 to 40 yards at its head.

Off it went, and though we followed its tracks for about 200
yards, we could find no trace of blood. Eheu. The Datoh
caught two fish from his raft while he waited. When I got

back to mine, the rest of the flotilla had arrived.

I do not know whether the legend of the burong tebong

menkiiva (the bird which cut down the house of its mother-in-

law) has ever been printed in English. The hornbill, like the

poor, is always with you when in the jungle. This bird is a

hornbill, but the upper ridge of the bill is solid. Its cry is

tock-tock-tock and then the maddest of the mad laughs. Once
upon a time a girl married a man, a thriftless lout : her mother,

a widow, opposed the marriage. A few days later the girl,

when cooking, asked for salt. The husband said there was
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none. She told him to go to her mother and ask for some

:

the angry old lady refused to give it. He, in a rage drew his

parang and hacked at one of the posts of the house tock-tock-

tock and, as the house fell with a crash, he burst into loud
laughter. For this crime he was turned into a bird. Weoften

heard its cry on this trip : you do everywhere.

At 9.30 we reached Jeram Halangan, our tenth rapid.

The Datoh shot through on his raft : the Assistant Penghulu
said that the Datoh's raft had nearly turned over and that he
was not going to dare to take me. Berkeley came up and
agreed with him, that we should all get out of our rafts and
lighten them as much as possible. So out we got. It was a

great pity as the rapid proved quite negotiable and we went
through far more exciting experiences later on. Kuala Tem-
engor is just below this rapid and we all stopped. The Datoh's
raft and mine were taken to pieces under his direction : the

main deck was widened to 22 bamboos or 7 feet 6 inches.

Under it 22 more bamboos were lashed : the rumah rakit

was similarly widened. With Berkeley, I visited the five

families (20 persons in ail) who live here: they wanted
rice and we left some. They gave us Indian corn and some
long beans.

At Kuala Temengor we saw Meh Suli —one of the two
missing cow elephants —the property of the To' Muda of Kinta.

Weleft at 12.45, the Datoh and I travelling in one raft

and Berkeley and Simmons following in another similarly re-

contructed, while the cook and a party came in the third ; we
immediately entered the Jeram Panjang. It is beautiful and
thrilling. On each side there is a continuous wall of rocks,

mostly black with a few light-topped ones ; in places the pas-

sage opens out into a semi-circle, but, speaking generally, it is

not 50 feet wide.

As we entered, there was a tine outstanding boulder

—

Berhala To' Sih Ulu —on the left, and the Assistant Penghulu,

Pah Mat Nor, threw an offering on to it, uttering these words :

" Nenek miuta' tabek kita na lain: tolong hantar Tuan Besar
clenyau Datoh Sa npei Bersiah jangan a pa cliachat chela."
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'•' Oli ! Ancient one, I a*k for your pardon, we wish to pass. Pray,
send the Tuau liesar and the Datoh as far as Bersiah and let no mis-

hap befall them."

Passers-by are supposed to offer something of whatever

they have : no form of offering is laid down. As one of the

men on the raft said :
" Tin ore or anything will do."

Three men sat in the extreme bow of the raft with paddles

which they dipped over its nose to guide it : two men stood

behind them with poles to shove us off the rocks, as we were

washed too close to them.

The Jeram Panjang. Ulu (the long up-river rapid) is a suc-

cession of rapids within rocky walls : you emerge from one into

still water and in a few moments enter another and so on. The
first stretch takes 20 minutes to get through travelling very

rapidly, and in three cases —Punai, Trang and Goa—rushing

through waves, eddies and whirlpools. Punai wet us, at Trang

we apparently sank and were swept across the rapid on to the

rocks on our left. Saiyid Ali, the fiddler, leapt into the water.

The three men with paddles were swept off their seat and swam
towards us. The raft swung round to the rocks on the left,

notwithstanding the herculean efforts of the two men with

poles. The three paddlers helped by the Datoh sprang to the

I30W of the raft and pushed off from the rock. Saiyid Wahab
held out his hand to me and said :

" You had better get off on

to the rock." But I sat still, for it never occurred to me that

the raft would not right itself and I was intensely interested.

It all was over in a minute and we went on in the rushing

water only to reach Goa. The word means a cave and there

is said to be one deep-down. All we saw was a whirlpool and

the rush of water sucked the raft to the left, but it was deftly

turned off the rocks by the polers and we went on into smooth

water after, as I have said, 20 minutes seething with excite-

ment. In a few minutes we entered another rapid.

Many years ago Messrs. Bozzolo and Lauder, while passing

through this rapid, came on Goa when it was sucking (mengisap),

as it does at a certain stage of the water. As the bow of the raft

went under, they jumped on to the rocks but lost everything.
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Wewere borne on in deep water where the poles could

not find bottom and, where the rush of water was too great for

the steersmen, on to a small rock —we hit it —jumped back
and then the starboard steersman pushed us off it with his

paddle. A little later, at 1.25, we heard Berkeley calling and
saw him on a sandbank a quarter of a mile back. We poled

into the bank and sent half a dozen men to see what had hap-

pened. Several of his lower tier of bamboos had been smash-
ed : so we stayed where we were for the night. 1 found I had
lost a pair of English shooting-boots.

On the 11th August, we started off at 7 a.m. Very fortu-

nately it had rained heavily in the night : the river had risen

from 18 inches to 2 feet and our journey was made much
easier for us. At 8, just as we were about to shoot the jeram
ringat, we saw the last of the missing cow elephants (Rana
Kamuja) within a few feet of the right bank ; we poled into

the bank below the rapid and sent in two men to catch her.

At 9.15 they came back to say she had bolted.

The Ringat river is pouring mining silt into the Perak, a

fouling that must be speedily prevented.

At 10 a.m., we reached the head of Jeram Brusa. We
stopped for ten minutes, while experts examined the state of

the water. It was decided that we could go through the small-

er channel. Westarted, and for over a quarter of an hour it

was a great fight against a nasty, twisting, zigzag rush of water,

full all the way of eddies and whirlpools. There is one rock
in mid-stream which is very threatening, but the increased

quantity of water helped us to avoid it. A little later the raft

was sucked a foot under, but soon rose and, rounding the last

bend, we rode into smooth water. But no sooner were we
out of Brusa than we were into Breksa, not so long, not
so fierce, but with one difficult cluster of rocks round wmich
the water was sucking and plunging into the main passage.

We went quite close to them, so close that as the water
drove us off the tail of the raft touched them. The raft was
half across the stream, but the paddlers dexterously straight-

ened her.
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At 11.20 we got down do Pulau Temin, a large island, and
at 12.10 passed Bersiah. Soon afterwards we obtained a

glorious view of Gunong Kendrong, 4,000 feet, and Gunong
Krunei 3,200 feet —two magnificent peaks. At 12.45 we pass-

ed Kampong Kota on the left and passed the mouth of the

Rui river full of silt on our right. At 1.15, Berkuning, which
used to be the residence of Mengkong Pah Haliah. At 1.40

we reached the Batu Mawa, where the monkeys made their

treaty of peace. We arrived at Kuala Kendrong soon after

2 p.m., having been actually travelling for 6 hours 25 minutes
from Kuala Temengor. This is said to be the fastest time in

which the journey has ever been made.
On the 12th August, after breakfasting with Berkeley at

Grit on venison, turtles' eggs and wild honey, 1 motored into

Taiping, 87 miles.

Below is a list of some of the elephants we had with us.

Their names are somewhat quaint

—

Chapang

Bintang Timor
Kulop Chandan

Meh Mas
Rana Milik

Lanchang Patani

Sauk
Segak Manis
Janga
Manja
Chenderawaseh
Meh Suii

The solitary stag (according to

Berkeley)

Star in the East
The gentleman of Chandan (the

residence of the Sultan of Perak)
The golden girl

The chosen jewel

The boat of Patani
A landing net

Handsome (Perak Malay)
Do. (Patani do. )

Little pet

Bird of Paradise

The girl of the sweet scent
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